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Let ~1 be a positive measure of compact support in the complex plane. Let B 
be the set of complex polynomials and %JU the set of rational functions having 
no poles on the support of p. For each p, 1 5 p < ~0, let L*(dp) have its usual 
meaning. Denote by H=(dp) and RP(dp) the closures in LP(dp) of B and BU 
respectively. 
The principal aim of this paper is to establish, in certain cases, the existence 
of nontrivial closed subspaces in Hp(dp) and W(dp) which remain invariant 
under multiplication by B and W, . If p > 2 it is shown that RP(dp) always 
has an W&-invariant subspace. Specifically, if p > 2 either R”(dp) = L”(dp) 
or p(dp) has an gU-invariant subspace of finite codimension. An example is 
provided to indicate that this dichotomy need not persist when p = 2. H*(dp) 
is similar to R’(dp) in that it always has a g-invariant subspace when p > 2. 
Concerning Hg(dp) particular attention is given to the case where p is Lebesgue 
measure dx dy restricted to a compact set E. In this connection it is shown 
that H”(E, dx dy) has a B-invariant subspace whenever p # 2 and that 
He(E, dx dy) has also, provided E has “fmite perimeter.” In a note added in 
the proof the author claims to have established for an arbitrary compact E 
the existence of B-invariant subspaces in H*(E, dx dy). A number of results 
concerning approximation by polynomials and rational functions in the 
L”(E, dx dy) norm are obtained as by-products of this investigation. Some of 
these were obtained earlier by S. 0. Sinanjan while others extend his work. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Does every bounded operator on an infinite-dimensional Hilbert 
space have a nontrivial closed invariant subspace? The answer is 
known to be yes for normal operators. But for the restriction of a 
normal operator to a closed invariant subspace the question is still 
unanswered. Operators obtained by restricting normal operators in 
this way are called subnormal. Equivalently, an operator is subnormal 
* This research was partially supported by N.S.F. grant GP-7653. 
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if it has a normal extension to a larger Hilbert space. This paper is 
intended to be a step toward answering the invariant subspace question 
for subnormal operators. 
In studying that question we can always assume the operator has a 
cyclic vector. That is, if T operates on the Hilbert space H we can 
assume there is a vector x E H for which the closed linear span of 
x, TX, T2x,... coincides with H. Otherwise, T has plenty of invariant 
subspaces and there is nothing to prove. If T is subnormal and 
possesses a cyclic vector it is well known (see Bram [4, p. 831) that 
there exists a regular Bore1 measure p on the spectrum of T such that H 
is isometrically isomorphic to H2(dp), the closure in L2(dp) of the 
complex polynomials in z, and the action of T in H corresponds to 
multiplication by z in H2(dp). Thus, an equivalent statement of the 
question for subnormal operators is: Does Hz(dp) have a nontrivial 
closed subspace invariant under multiplication by z? With this as 
background we ask the following questions. 
Let p be a regular Bore1 measure in the complex plane C with 
compact support E consisting of more than a single point. Denote by 
W(E) the set of all rational functions having no poles on E, and by R(E) 
the uniform closure of S(E) on E. For each p, 1 < p < CO, let Lp(dp) 
have its usual meaning and let RP(&) and HP(dp) be the closures in 
iY(dp) of B?(E) and the polynomials, respectively. 
(I) Does RP(dp) have a nontrivial closed subspace invariant 
under multiplication by every function in W(E) ? 
(II) Does HP(dp) have a nontrivial closed subspace invariant 
under multiplication by z? 
Such subspaces will be called W(E)-invariant and z-invariant, 
respectively. 
If a point 5 can be found in C for which the map f-f({) is a 
bounded linear functional on W(E) in the RP(dp)-norm the closure of 
S, = {f~ g’(E) I f(C) = 01 in RP(dp) is a nontrivial .64?(E)-invariant 
subspace. The point 5 is called a bounded evaluation for RP(dp). 
Similarly, if the map f-f([) is a bounded linear functional on the 
polynomials in the H@(dp)-norm then HP(dp) has a nontrivial 
z-invariant subspace and t; is called a bounded evaluation for HP(dp). 
We are thus led to the questions 
(I’) Does Rp(dp) have a bounded evaluation ! 
(II’) Does Hp(dp) have a bounded evaluation ? 
We do not know the answers to (I), (I’), (II), and (II’) in general 
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but we have answered them in certain cases. (I) and (I’) are considered 
in Section 2, while Section 3 is devoted to (II) and (II’). In Section 4 
we use the notion of bounded point evaluation to give a necessary and 
sufficient condition for Rp(E, dx dy) = Lp(E, dx dy), p # 2, which 
strengthens a recent theorem of S. 0. Sinanjan. 
2. THE SPACE RP(dp) 
The purpose of this section is to study the subspaces of RP(dp) 
which are invariant under multiplication by the rational functions 
whose poles lie off the support of p.l Our most general result concerning 
the existence of such subspaces is 
THEOREM 2.1. Let TV be a measure in the plane with compact 
support E. If p > 2, RP(dp) has an 9!(E)-invariant subspace. 
The proof of this requires the following two lemmas: 
LEMMA 2.2. Let p and E be as above. If q < 2 and g(x) E Lp(dp) 
then g(x)(z - 0-l EL*(d,u) f 2 t or a mos every 5 E E(d5 dv), 5 = E + iq. 
Proof. Choose R so that p = 0 outside ( 5 ( < R. For z E E 
Therefore, 
< & (2R)2-* s, I g(z)l* dp(z) < 03. 
1 Results related to this question have also been obtained by R. G. Douglas and 
D. Samson, unpublished. 
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It follows that SE 1 g(z)/x - 5 IQ dp(z) < CO for almost every 
5 E E (& 4). Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 2.3. Fix p > 2. Let p and E be as above. If almost every 
5 E E (dt dv) is unbounded as an evaluation for RP(dp) then 
RP(dp) = Lp(dw). 
Proof. Let m denote two-dimensional Lebesgue measure. If 
m(E) = 0, the theorem follows from a result of Hartogs and 
Rosenthal [8], which says that 9?(E) is uniformly dense in the space of 
all continuous functions on E. 
If m(E) > 0, we argue as follows: Suppose that RP(dp) # Lp(dp), 
Choose a function g E Lg(dp), l/p + l/q = 1, such that g is not zero in 
Lq(dp) and SE fg dp = 0 for every f E Rp(dp). Since g is not zero 
in Lq(dp), its Cauchy transform g(5) = JE (g(z)/z - 5) dp(z) fails to 
vanish on a set of positive dt dq measure in E. Moreover, 
&>(x - 0-l ELq(dp) f or almost every 5 E E by Lemma 2.2, since 
q < 2. Therefore, if almost every point of E fails to be a bounded 
evaluation for Rp(dp) there exists some point <,, E E for which: 
(1) g(&,) # 0; (2) g(z)(z - &’ E Lq(dp); (3) I$ is not a bounded eval- 
uation for Rp(dp). But iff ES?(E), the function [f(z) -f (<,-,)1(x - &,)-’ 
is also in W(E) and we have 
It follows that 
m-0) =$J I p zg(z)r, 444 
for every f E S’(E). This, together with (l), (2) and (3), is a contra- 
diction. Therefore, RB(dp) = Lp(dp) if almost every point of E is 
unbounded as an evaluation for R*(dp). Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. By Lemma 2.3 either RP(dp) has a bounded 
evaluation in E or R*(dp) = L*(dp). If R*(dp) has a bounded 
evaluation at 5 E E let # be any nonconstant function in W(E) for which 
tJ(<) = 0 and put S, = (f# / f E RP(dp)}. S, is invariant under 
multiplication by W(E) and S, is neither (0) nor R*(dp) since # E S’, 
and 1 g S, . Also S, is closed since $ E L”(dp). Thus, S, is the desired 
invariant subspace. If RP(dp) = Lp(dp), choose a function 4 E Rp(dp) 
such that I+ ) ,< 1 a.e. -dp, 4 = 0 on a set of positive p-measure, and 
4 is not the zero element of RP(d,u). Then S, = (f$ 1 f E RP(dp)) is 
again a nontrivial closed W(E)-invariant subspace. Q.E.D. 
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We have not yet been able to prove Thoerem 2.1 for p = 2, since 
there exist measures p for which R2(&) has no bounded evaluations 
and R2(dp) # L2(dp). H owever, for such measures we can say some- 
thing about what the invariant subspaces of R2(dp) must look like and 
we now address ourselves to this task. We shall return later to the 
problem of finding one of these measures. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let p be a measure in the plane with compact 
support E. Assume that every point of E fails to be a bounded evaluation 
for R2(dp). Then f%(E) = (fg 1 g E W(E)) is dense in R2(dp) whenever 
f is holomotiphic in a connected neighborhood of E and not identically zero 
there. Thus, no such f can lie in an 9(E)-invariant subspace. 
Proof. Let f be a function holomorphic in a connected neigh- 
borhood of E and not identically zero there. Suppose that g E R2(dp) 
is orthogonal to f&!?(E), i.e., SE fkg dp = 0 for every k E 9(E). We will 
show that g = 0 in R2(dp). 
If f is free of zeros on E, g/f e R2(dp) and so 
which implies thatg = 0 in R2(dp). Iff vanishes at the points cyl ,..., olyr 
in E we proceed as follows: For k E 9?(E), 
since [k(z) - k(q)](z - (~&l is in g(E). It follows that 
where now f (z) g(z)/z - CY~ ALL since f (q) = 0. But, R2(dp) has 
no bounded evaluations. Thus, JE (f(z) g(z)/x - q) dp(x) = 0 and so 
SE k(z)(f (z) g(z)/z - 01~) drJ(z) = 0 for every k E S(E). If we continue 
in this way we get SE kFg dp = 0 for all k E B?(E) where F(x) = 
f (z)[(z - ,z1) e-4 (z - a,)]-’ h as no zeros on E. Therefore, we con- 
clude as above that SE 1 g I2 dp = 0 which implies fS(E) is dense in 
R2(W. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 2.5. Let t.~ and E be as above. Then R2(dp) has an 
9?(E)-invariant subspace of Jinite codimension $ and only if R2(dp) has a 
bounded evaluation. 
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Proof. Suppose that R2(dp) has a bounded evaluation, say at 5. Put 
S, = {f E 9(E) If({) = 0) and let S, be the closure of S, in R2(dp). 
Then S, is 9(E) -invariant and it can easily be shown that 
codim(S,) = 1. 
To prove the corollary in the other direction, assume that R2(dp) 
has an 3?(E)-invariant subspace S of finite codimension. Let B be 
a basis for S. Then if there are no bounded evaluations for R2(dp) 
it follows from Theorem 2.4 that the functions 1, z, x2,... are not in S 
and that B u (I, z, z2,...) is a linearly independent set in R2(dp). This 
contradicts our assumption that codim(S) < 00. Therefore, R2(dp) 
must have at least one bounded evaluation. Q.E.D. 
To obtain a measure p for which R2(dp) has no bounded evaluations 
and R2(dp) f L2(dp) we proceed as follows: Let E be an aribtrary 
Swiss cheese obtained by removing from the closed unit disk d the 
open disks dj = {z 1 1 x - ai 1 < li}, j = 1, 2,..., where the di have 
mutually disjoint closures and ~~zl ri < co. Put r = uj”=r adj U ad 
and let ds denote arc length on r. By hypothesis Jr ds < CD. Also 
R2(F, ds) # L2(r, d ) s since if f E L%(E), Jrf (dz/ds) ds = J,fdz = 0, 
and dx/ds E L2( r, ds). 
THEOREM 2.6. There exists a Swiss cheese E, such that no point of E,, 
is a bounded evaluation for R2(r, ds). In particular, R2(I‘, ds) has no 
9(E,,)-invariant subspace of jkite codimension. 
In order to prove this theorem it is necessary to say a few words 
about the Szego kernel function and to establish a number of prelim- 
inary results. So suppose that LR is a closed region bounded by finitely 
many disjoint simple closed analytic curves and recall that if 5 E rR0 
(SZO denotes the interior of 52) the Cauchy integral formula implies 1 
is a bounded evaluation for R2(aQ, ds), where ds still denotes arc 
length. Thus, there is a unique function R(x, t;) E R2(X?, ds) such that 
f(t) = ],,f(z) g(z, 5) ds 
for every f E R2(ZJ, ds). l?(z, 5) is called the Szegij kernel function 
for 9. R(z, 5) also has the property (see [2, p. 871) that for each 5 E I;lo 
there is a function F(x, 5) analytic in a neighborhood of D with 
I F(z, <)I < 1 on Sz such that 
I f’(C>l < F’(5, 5) = 27m,5) (*) 
whenever f E Si?(sZ) and 1 f 1 < 1 on Sz. This fact will play a key role 
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both in the proof of Theorem 2.6 and in indicating where to look for 
that proof. 
For example, it implies almost immediately 
THEOREM 2.7. Let E be a Swiss cheese and let r be as before. Denote 
by R(E) the uniform closure of B?(E) on E. If a point 5 E E is a bounded 
derivation for R(E) (i.e., the map f -+ f ‘(5) is bounded as a linear 
functional on W(E) in the uniform norm) then 5 is a bounded evaluation 
for R2(r, a%). 
Thus, the set E,, of Theorem 2.6 must also be an example of a Swiss 
cheese for which R(E,,) h as no bounded point derivations. A procedure 
for constructing such examples is given by Wermer in [14]. We shall 
combine his work with the inequality (*) to obtain the desired set E,, . 
Proof of Theorem 2.7. Suppose that E is gotten by removing from 
the closed unit disk d the open disks d, , j = 1, 2,... . Put 
Q, = J\ &.I A, and let &(a, 6) be its Szego kernel function. 
We will show that the sequence {&(z, {)> is bounded, say be C. It 
then follows that if f E B’(E) 
for sufficiently large n. That is, 5 is a bounded evaluation for R2(I’, ds). 
To show that the sequence {&(c, c)> is bounded we first observe 
that, since the function F(z, 5) in (*) is analytic in a neighborhood 
of s2, Rugne’s theorem allows us to strengthen (*) to read 
the supremum being taken over all f E W(s2) for which sup, 1 f ( < 1. 
Thus, if 5 E E and I?,(<, 5) -+ co as n + 00 we can choose functions 
fn E W(L?,) having 
(9 I fn’(5)l 2 27&(5, 5) - 1 and 
(ii> supElf,I <wbn!f,I < 1, 
contradicting our assumption that 5 is a bounded point derivation for 
R(E). Thus, the sequence (&(f, t;)} must be bounded and the theorem 
is complete. Q.E.D. 
We return now to the task of proving Theorem 2.6. We begin with 
a series of lemmas. 
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LEMMA 2.8. Let Sz be a closed region bounded by the unit circle and 
finitely many disjoint circles lying inside; let l?(,z, t;) be its Sxegii kernel 
function. If W is a compact subset of Do, there exists a constant M such 
that / x(x, <)I ,< M whenever z E D and 5 E W. 
We will not give a proof of this lemma here. The interested reader can 
find one in the author’s dissertation [5]. 
LEMMA 2.9. Let !J be the set obtained by removing from the closed 
unit disk ii the open disks Aj = {z j j z - a!j j < rj>, j = 1, 2 ,..., N. 
Assume the Aj have disjoint closures. Then given any n > 0 there is a 
strip S = {t; ES / dist(fl, Z’) < S> around a52 and an absolute constant C 
such that to each 5 E S there corresponds a function Rl(x) E S?(Q) 
satisfying 
(1) I R,(C)1 3 n; 
(2) J-an I R,W ds < 1; 
(3) / R,(z)1 < C for every 5 E S and z E Q. 
Proof. Put ri = aAj for j = 1, 2 ,..., N and set TN+, = ad. Let 
U, = {z E C / dist(z, r,) < p} b e a neighborhood of I’, such that, for 
O<p<po,U,meetsno~j,j#l.Foreachpoint~~~nUU,let 
{* be its reflection in J’, and let xc be the point where the line segment 
c + t(fl* - [), t > 0, meets alJ, . Define G,(z) = /3/z - xr and 
observe that 
where MI and M are constants independent of p, for 0 < p < p. . 
Thus, if we fix p sufficiently small and put /3 = dp/M we get 
(9 I G&J/ = ’ ’ ’ , < _ xg / > 2p = z (MpP2 >, n, 5EQn ul; 
(ii) s,, IG&)12 ds < 1; 
(iii> B P I W4l = , z _ xI , \ p < - = (Mp)-lj2 for CeQn U, and zeE. 
If we repeat this procedure we can get neighborhoods U, of r,, 
j = 1, 2 ,..., N + 1, such that for each 5 E 52 n U, there is a function 
R,(z) in 93(52) having the required properties. Q.E.D. 
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LEMMA 2.10. Let 52 be as in Lemma 2.9. Fix real numbers n and E. 
Then we can remove a Jinite number of open disks with disjoint closures 
from Q” to get a new region Q, , where the length of aQ, \ 852 is less 
than E, and to each 5 E Q, there corresponds a function F<(z) E g(sZ,) 
satisfying 
(1) lFdS)I 2 n; 
(2) Jan, I Fd412 ds d 1; 
(3) maxnllFcl < Cf or every 5 E Q, and some constant C 
independent of 5. 
Proof. Wermer has shown [14] that it is possible to remove a finite 
number of open disks with disjoint closures from sZ” in such a way that 
the resulting region Sz, has the properties 
(i) The length of a52, \ as is less than E; 
(ii) For each 5 E 9, there is a function f<(z) E $?(J&) with 
SUPD, I f&41 < 1 and I fi’(l)l > 244n)2. 
Also, it follows from Lemma 2.9 that there is a strip 5’ = 
(5 E G, 1 dist(5, a&$) < S> around XJ, such that for each 5 E S there 
is a function FL(z) E a(a,) with the required properties (l)-(3). 
If <E&\Swedefine 
G&) = ‘h 0 
wG(5, w2 ’ 
where &(z, {) denotes the Szego kernel function for Sz, . It follows 
from (*) that / G,(c)] > 2 n and it follows from the reproducing 
property of K1 that Jas), / G,(z)i2 ds = l/4. Also, Lemma 2.8 implies 
that there is a constant M, such that supn, [ G,(x)1 < M for every 
5 E Sz, \ 5’. Therefore, since G,(Z) is analytic in a neighborhood of Sz, , 
we can choose a function F,(x) E a(&) sufficiently close to GE in the 
uniform norm on 52, so that Fb has the required properties. Q.E.D. 
We are now in a position to prove the theorem we have been aiming 
at, viz., 
THEOREM 2.6. There exists a Swiss cheese E. such that nopoint of E, 
is a bounded evaluation for R2(I’, ds). In particular, R2(r, ds) has no 
&?(E,)-invariant subspace of jinite codimension. 
Proof. Let d be the closed unit disk. Apply Lemma 2.10 to get a 
region n, C d such that 
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(i) The length of S?, \ ad is less than l/2; 
(ii) For each 5 E 52, there is a function F,l(z) E a(&) such that 
I FE%)1 2 1, supn, I FL1 I ,< Cl , JK,, I FL1(z) I2 ds ,< 1, where Cl is 
some constant independent of 5 E Q2, . 
Then, assuming sZ,-, has been defined, use Lemma 2.10 again to get 
a region 52, C sZ,-, such that 
(i) The length of K?, \ &in-, is less than 2-n(maxsG3Gn-1 C,)e2. 
Here C,, is defined to be 1; 
(ii) For each 5 E Q, there is a function FC”(z) E W(sZ,) such that 
I Fcn(5)l 2 n, supa, I Fen I G C, , JM, I Felt h d 1, where C, is a 
constant independent of 4 E J& . 
Thus, if E0 = (J,“=, A’& it follows that for each integer k 
Recall that I’ consists of the unit circle and the boundaries of the 
deleted disks. Thus, for each 5 E 23, we have a sequence of functions 
Fm(z) E W(E,,) such that 
(1) IFc”(5)l 3 a; 
(2) Jr I Fc”(412 ds < 2. 
Therefore, no point of E, is a bounded evaluation for R2(r, ds). 
Q.E.D. 
One question that arises in view of Theorem 2.6 is the following: 
Does it follow that R”(E,, , r, ds) has no S!(E,)-invariant subspace ? 
In [5] we showed that the answer to this question is no by proving 
THEOREM 2.6’. There exists a Swiss cheese El such that 
(1) No point of E, is a bounded evaluation for R2(r, ds); 
(2) There is afunctionf E R(E,) such thatf&?(E,) = {fg ( g E 9Z(E,)} 
is not dense in R2(r, ds). In particular, the closure of f.%?(EJ in R2(r, a%) 
is an A?(E,)-invariant subspace. 
However, we shall not give a proof of this theorem here since Wermer 
has recently communicated to me the following more general result: 
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THEOREM 2.11 (Wermer). Let E be an arbitrary Swiss cheese and 
let r be as usual. Then R2(I’, ds) has an 9(E)-invariant subspace. 
Let JJ be a closed region bounded by finitely many disjoint circles 
and let D be an open disk contained in Sz. Denote by 52’ the closed 
region obtained by deleting D from a. A(O) denotes the class of 
functions analytic in Szo and continuous on 52. A(J2’) is defined 
similarly. 
LEMMA 2.12. Let C# E A(Q) with I# 1 = 1 on %I. Fix a, b E 1;2’ and 
$x E > 0. Then there exists a function # E A(Q) with 1 1,4 1= 1 on 852 
such that 
(9 .LQ I 1cI - #J I2 d.f < E; 
(ii) #(a) = $(a) and #(b) = $(b). 
Proof. Let {P~}~CI b e a sequence of points in J2’ having an 
accumulation point in sz’, with PI = a, P2 = b. 
By a result of Garabedian, [7], there exist functions I,& E A(D) 
with [ #% ( = 1 on 852’ and I,& = C$ at PI, P2 ,..., P, . Passing to a 
subsequence, we can arrange that {#,}& converges weakly in 
L2(&“, ds) to a function 4 in L2(&C?‘, ds). Then $Jz) converges 
pointwise in the interior of Q’ to 
which we again call 4(z). Also lim,,, #,(Pj) = 4(Pj), j = 1, 2,... . 
SO C$ = 16 at all the Pj and therefore C# = +!J everywhere in the interior 
of 52’. It follows that C$ and # coincide as elements of L2(%Y, ds). Thus, 
& -+c#J weakly in L2(K?‘, ds). Hence, #I, -+ 4 weakly in L2(X?, ds), 
since ZJ is a subset of 852’. 
ButI~nl=I~I=1 on ZJ so that II+, [I = 114 I[ in L2(&Q, ds) 
for all n. By a well-known property of Hilbert space, we may conclude 
that $r, --+c$ in L2(K!, ds). Al so, vW4 = b(4 and Ad4 = W) by 
choice of 3Gn . For sufficiently large n, then, I/J~ has the properties (i) 
and (ii) in the assertion. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 2.13. Let E be an arbitrary Swiss cheese obtained by removing 
from the closed unit disk d the open disks A, = (,z ) ] x - aj I < rj}, 
where the A, have disjoint closures and CT==, rj < co. Put 
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Then, there exists a nonconstant function (b E R2(r, ds) with 14 1 = 
1 a.e. - ds on r. 
Proof. Fix a sequence (~~1, j = 1, 2,..., of positive real numbers 
with xj”=, 4 < 00 and fix points a, b E E \ r. Put Q, = d \ Uy=, dj . 
Choose a function +r E A(Q,) with +l(u) = 0, 4,(b) = h # 0 and 
/ +1 1 = 1 on Z& . 
Now apply Lemma 2.12 to the region Q, and the function 4r , with 
the disk D being taken to be A, . Then!Z= sZ,\A, = Q2. Bythe 
lemma, there exists +2 E A(Q2) with ( +2 / = 1 on 80, , $2(u) = 0, 
4,(b) = X and 
(1) Jan, Id2 - 41 I2 ds < •1~. 
Continue this procedure to obtain a sequence {&}, n = 1, 2,..., with 
9, E .&&), I 4, I = 1 on aQ,, &(a> = 0, VW) = h and 
(2) Jan,-, I 6, - h-1 I2 ds < 4-1. 
Each 4, , restricted to r, lies in R2(r, ds). We claim: (&> is a 
Cauchy sequence in R2(I’, ds). For if k and p are fixed positive integers 
[I ah 
and by (2) 
4 k+z, - h 1’ d,]1’2 G z; [s,, 1 dk+i+l - +k+j I2 df” 
i+1 -+k+j 1’ ds]1’2 < [j 
aRk+j 
1 $k+j+l - $k+i I2 ds]1’2 
since 8Q, C iX2,s+j forj 3 0. Thus 
(3) Jan, I +k+p - +k I2 ds < (G + l k+l + .*a + •k+~--1)~. 
Also, .han, I 56k+p 
CjLl Ej < co, 
- & /a ds < 4 (length of I’ \ a&J. Hence, using 
for all p > 0 if k is large enough. Therefore, (&} is a Cauchy sequence 
in R2(r, ds) as claimed. 
Let + denote the limit of this sequence. Then 4 E R2(I’, ds). Without 
loss of generality, r& --f + a.e. - ds on r. Since, given KZ, 1 $n+9 / = 1 
on aQ, for all p > 0, this implies I $I I = 1 a.e. - ds on a52, and so 
1 4 1 = 1 a.e. - ds on I’. 
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We claim that by a suitable choice of a, b we can assure that + is 
not a constant. The integral Jr ds/l x - < 1 is finite for almost all 
5 - d[ dq, hence is finite at two distinct points 5 = a and 5 = b in 
E \ r. For each n, Cauchy’s formula gives 
-!- 
27ri I 
r g dt = &(a) = 0. 
But 4, + 4 a.e. - dsonrasn+coand 
for all n. Thus, dominated convergence implies 




fl& = 0, 
.t-a 
since the rightside of (4) is in Ll(r, ds) by choice of a. Similarly, 
l/hi Jr (+(t)/t - b) dt # 0. Therefore, 4 is not a constant and we are 
done. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 2.11. With (b as above, put C, = {f+ / f~ R2(r, ds)}. 
Since I+ 1 = 1 a.e. - ds on r, C, is a closed subspace of R2(r, ds) 
and C, # (0) since 4 E C, and 4 # 0. Also, C, is invariant under 
multiplication by 9!(E). If C, # R2(r, ds) we take C, as the desired 
invariant subspace. 
If C, = R2(r, ds) there is a function f~ R2(P, ds) with f+ = 1. 
Thus, f = $ and 4 E R2(r, ds). But, since 4 is not a constant, either 
4 + $ or + - 4 is not a constant and so there exists a nonconstant real 
valued function u in R”(r, ds) = R2(P, ds) n L”(F, ds). 
Now R”(r, ds) is a closed subalgebra of ,&“(I’, ds), as is easily 
verified. We can therefore do the following: Choose a real number c 
so that the sets A = (X E r 1 U(X) < c} and B = {x E r 1 u(x) > c> 
both have positive ds measure. Let /3 be a continuous function on the 
real line with /3(t) = 0 f or t < c and ,8(t) > 0 for t > c. 
Choose a sequence of polynomials (P,} with P, -+ p uniformly on 
ess inf u < t < ess sup U. Since P,(u) E R”(r, ds) and P,(u) + p(u) 
in the norm of L”(I’, ds), B(U) E R”(I’, ds). Moreover, /3(u) is not the 
zero element in R”(J’, ds) since fl(er) > 0 on B. 
5W7/2-6 
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Let C(A) = {g E R”(I’, ds) j g = 0 on A}. Evidently, C(A) is a 
closed subspace invariant under multiplication by W(E) and 
C(A) # R2(F, ds). Also C(A) # (0), since /3(u) E C(A). Thus, C(A) is 
the desired invariant subspace and we are done. Q.E.D. 
3. THE SPACE Hp(dp) 
This section is devoted to studying the subspaces of Hp(dp) which 
are invariant under multiplication by z. This can be done, in many 
cases, by studying the z-invariant subspaces of Rp(dp) instead of 
working directly with HP(dp). Accordingly, we prove 
THEOREM 3.1. Hp(dp) has a x-invariant subspace if and only if 
RP(dp) has a x-invariant subspace. 
Proof. We must show that if Rp(dp) has a x-invariant subspace 
then Hp(dp) also has a z-invariant subspace. We can assume that 
HP(+) # Rp(d/4, since otherwise there is nothing to prove. We 
claim: If HP(dp) # Rp(dp) at least one point in @ \ (supp p} is a 
bounded evaluation for Hp(dp). 
Let E = {supp ~1 and suppose that a point 5 E @ \ E is not a 
bounded evaluation for HP(dp). Let g be any function in L*(dp), l/p + l/q = 1, such that J fg dp = 0 for every f E HP(dp). In partic- 
ular, if f is a polynomial, 
s f@; I{@) g(z) dp(x) = 0, 
since If(z) -f (5)1(x - 5)-l is also a polynomial. It follows that 
for every polynomial f. Since g(x)(z - t;)-’ ED and 5 is not a 
bounded evaluation for HP(dp), we are forced to conclude that 
f (g(z)/% - [) d&z) = 0. Hence, (z - c)-i E HP(dp). Thus, if no 
point of @ \ E is a bounded evaluation for HP(dp) it follows that 
HP(h) = Rp(dp), contradicting our assumption. So HP(dp) has at 
least one bounded evaluation in C \ E and therefore HP(dp) has a 
x-invariant subspace. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 3.2. If p > 2 and p is an arbitrary measure of compact 
support in the plane, HP(dp) has a z-invariant subspace. 
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Proof. Since p > 2, Rp(dp) has a z-invariant subspace by 
Theorem 2.1. The result now follows from Theorem 3.1. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 3.3. If the support of TV has xero two-dimensional 
Lebesgue measure, then, for every p, Hp(dp) has a z-invariant subspace. 
Proof. Since m(supp CL) = 0, it follows from the theorem of 
Hartogs and Rosenthal referred to in Lemma 2.3 that RP(dp) = Lp(dp). 
Thus, if K C (supp p) and 0 < p(K) < Ij p 11, the subspace C(K) = 
if~RP(44 If = 0 a.e. - dp on K} is nontrivial, closed and invariant 
under multiplication by x. Q.E.D. 
Little is known about the existence of invariant subspaces for 
HP(dp) when p < 2 and the support of ,LL has positive Lebesgue 
measure. However, for measures of the form X, dx dy, where E is 
compact and X, is its characteristic function, there is a good deal that 
can be said. In fact, we shall prove 
THEOREM 3.4. If E is compact and has positive Lebesgue measure 
then HP(E) (i.e. HP(Xe dx dy) has a z-invariant subspace whenever 
p #2. 
And, in view of Theorem 3.1, it suffices to show 
LEMMA 3.5. If E is a compact set with positive Lebesgue measure and 
p # 2 then Rp(X,dx dy) = Lp(X, dx dy) if and only if Rp(Xe dx dy) has 
no bounded evaluations. 
Remark. For the sake of convenience we will write Rp(E) andP(E) 
in place of Rp(XE dx dy) and iY(X, dx dy), respectively. 
Proof of Lemma 3.5. If p > 2, this is just a special case of 
Lemma 2.3. 
If 1 < p < 2 the proof proceeds as follows: Suppose that R@(E) 
has no bounded evaluations. Thus, E has no interior points. Let 
MEL*, l/p + l/q = 1, b e any function such that JsE fg dx dy = 0 
for every f E Rp(E). In particular, 
&5)=//-%dxdy=O (x=x+iy) 
if 5 $ E. Now 2 is continuous everywhere in the plane, since q > 2, 
and therefore 6 = 0 since E has no interior points. It follows from 
a well known theorem [15, p. 751 that g = 0 in L*(E) and hence that 
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lip(E) = Lf’(E). Th is establishes the lemma and Theorem 3.4 as 
well. Q.E.D. 
It should be pointed out that Sinanjan [12] was the first to prove 
that P(E) = U(E) w h en 1 < p < 2, and E has no interior. The 
proof given above was found by us before the author was aware that 
the result was published, It has the advantage, however, of being a 
good deal shorter than Sinanjan’s original proof. 
The question naturally arises: Is it possible to obtain invariant 
subspaces for H2(E) by proving that R2(E) = L2(E) when E has no 
interior? The answer is no. We will construct a compact set E, with 
no interior for which R2(E,) # L2(E,). Examples of this type are also 
given by Sinanjan in [12]. However, our example is essentially 
different from his. We get the result by producing a compact nowhere 
dense E, such that R2(E,) h as at least one bounded evaluation. He says 
nothing about the existence of such points. 
Before giving the details of this construction, a few words about 
the Bergman kernel function are in order. Briefly, if JJ is a region 
bounded by finitely many smooth curves and if 5 E Do there exists a 
unique function K(x, c) E R2(sZ) such that 
for every f~ P(9). (The b ar over K(z, 5) in the formula denotes 
complex conjugation.) K(x, 5) is called the Bergman kernel function 
for 1;2. And, evaluation at 5, viewed as a linear functional on R2(J2), ___- 
has norm exactly equal to dK(<, [). We will use this fact to obtain 
the desired set E, . 
LEMMA 3.6. Let Sz be a plane set, Let a E Q” and let f be a function 
dejned on D and analytic in 510 \ {a]. If 
where fl(a; r) = {z 1 1 x - a / < r>, then f has a removable singularity 
at a. 
Proof. Since f is analytic in @\ (a> it can be expanded in a 
Laurent series f(x) = x2=-, C,(z - a)n valid in some annulus 
A = {z ( 0 < / x - a 1 < R). If 0 < r < R it follows that 
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and this tends to infinity as r -+ 0 if C, # 0 for some n < 0, contra- 
dicting our hypothesis. Therefore,f(x) = C,“=, C,(z - a)% in A andf 
is analytic at a. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3.7. Let d = (x ( [ x 1 < l> and$x points a, a, ,..., a, in A, 
the interior of 6. If the disks A, = (z 1 1 z - ai 1 < ri}, i = l,..,, n, 
are disjoint, do not contain a in their closures and are contained in a, 
de$ne Q = d \ UT=“=, Ai . If A(u; r) = (z ) 1 z - a / < r} C Q, let 
Q,, = 52 \ A(u; r). Let K(z, C) and K,.(x, c) be the Bergman kernel 
functions for Q and Sz, , respectiwely. Then, lim,,, Kr(x, 5) = K(x, [) 
for uZ1 x, 5 E Q” \ {a>. 
Proof. Aronszajn [l, pp. 362-3641 has shown that lim,,, K,(z, 5) 
exists, call it Ko(x, [), and that Ko(z, t;) is the reproducing kernel for 
JYQ\(4), th e set of functions in L2(12 \ {u)) which are analytic in the 
interior of IR \ {a}. That is, for each 5 E sZ” \ {a>, Ko(z, t;) E A2(Q \ {a}) 
and f (5) = JJiwf (4 K,(x, l) dx dy for every f E A2(Q \ (a)). To 
show that Ko(z, ?J = K(z, 2J) when x, 5 E 52O \ (a> we need only prove 
that for each 5 E 1;2O \ {u} 
(1) Ko(z, 5) can be defined for z = a in such a way that the 
extended function, still denoted Ko(x, 0, is in R2(SZ). 
(2) f (5) = J.JLf (4 Ko(z, 5) dx 4 for every f E @IQ). 
Property (1) follows easily from Lemma 3.6 and a classical theorem 
[IO, Theorem 1.2, pp. 114-l 151 which says that R2(Q) = AZ(G) if 52 is 
bounded by finitely many smooth curves. Property (2) is clear from 
earlier remarks in this proof. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 3.8. There exists a compact set El with no interior such 
that at least one point of El is a bounded evaluation for R2(El). In 
particular, R2(El) # L2(El). 
Proof. Let d be the closed unit disk and let A be its interior. 
Let Q = h, a2, . ..} be the set of all points in A \ {0} having 
rational coordinates. Take a, = cyl and remove from A a disk 
A,={zIJx-ua,I <r,}sothatOEGn,=n\A,.Nextleta,=arj2 
be the first point of Q not contained in the closure of A, and use 
Lemma 3.7 to get a disk A, = {z 1 1 z - u2 ) < r2) contained in A 
so that 
(1) A, and A, have disjoint closures; 
(2) OEQ~ = J\(A, u A,); 
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(3) I&(0,0) - K,(O, 0) < i if &(z, 5) is the Bergman kernel 
function for J2, , i = 1, 2. 
Proceed in this way to obtain a sequence of disks 
4 = ix I I z - a3 I < r,> 
and a sequence of closed regions 52, = d \ up1 A, such that 
(1) the di have mutually disjoint closures; 
(2) ($‘-r a, has no interior and contains the point x = 0; 
(3) K,+,(O, 0) - I&(0,0) < l/2” if Ki(x, <) is the Bergman 
kernel function for sZj , j = 1, 2 ,... . 
Put El = a\ u,“c, A, = n;, Szj . Then E, is compact. Moreover, if 
f E W(E,) there exists an integer n, such that f E W(s2,) for n > n, and 
so 
as soon as n > n, . Thus, it follows from the monotone convergence 
theorem for integrals that 
for every f E W(E,). Q.E.D. 
Since we have not been able to prove Lemma 3.5 for p = 2 we do 
not know if Hs(E) has a x-invariant subspace for an arbitrary compact 
set E. But if E has finite perimeter, as the set El above has, we do know 
the answer. We know make that notion precise. 
DEFINITION. We say that a compact set E has finite perimeter if 
there exists a sequence of closed regions (Gn>, 7t = 1, 2,..., each 
bounded by finitely many disjoint simple closed curves, so that 
(1) sz,s3sz,+, , n = 1,2,...; 
(2) nL'=,sz, = E; 
(3) lim,,, Z(X&) < co, where Z(ZU?,) denotes the length of iX?, . 
THEOREM 3.9. If E is a compact set with jinite perimeter and 
m(E) > 0 (m = dx dy), then HP(E) has a z-invariant subspace for 
weryp, 1 <p < co. 
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LEMMA 3.10. If x is an arbitrary plane set with m(X) > 0, there 
exists a sequence of disjoint disks A(+ ; ri) = {z ) 1 z - xi 1 < ri} such 
that, for each j, xi E X and C rj = co. 
Proof. Fix N large enough so that 4~ Crz, l/v2 < m(X). Choose 
a point xN E X and put A, = A(z, ; l/N). Assume that 
have been chosen in such a way that they are mutually disjoint and 
their centers lie in X. Then there is a point zk E X such that the disk 
A,=A(z,;l/k)doesnotmeetanyA~,N,<j<k-l.Forifthere 
were nosuchz, the disks A(x,; l/N + l/k),..., A(z,-,; l/(k- 1) + l/k) 
would cover X. But 
97. (-& + 3” + c’* + 7r (A + i)” 
=+$(qq+...+&$qy] 
and so these disks cannot cover X. Therefore, we can choose zk as 
asserted. Continuing in this way, we obtain a sequence of disks 
A, = A(+ ; l/k), k = N, N + l,..., having the required properties. 
Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 3.9. Fix p > 1. We can assume without loss of 
generality that no point of E is a bounded evaluation for HP(E). 
For each x E E denote by SS the union of all those circles which lie 
entirely in E and have their centers at z. By hypothesis rn(gS) = 0 
for every z E E. For suppose there is some 5 E E with m(9$ > 0. 
Assume for convenience that Sr C {a / 1 z - 5 1 < r,,}. Then, iff is an 
arbitrary polynomial, we obtain, by introducing polar coordinates at 5, 
the formula 
j/F,j(x) dx dy = Jr JFf(re”) r dr de 
= 1, [Irf(reie) de] r dr 
= 277@(5), 
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where c = JF r dr and F is a set of positive linear measure in [0, r,]. 
Thus, if l/p + l/q = 1, 
for every polynomial f. This contradicts our assumption that no point 
of E is a bounded evaluation for HP(E). So m(9J = 0 for every z E E. 
By removing a set of measure zero from E, if necessary, and 
applying Lemma 3.10 to the result, we can find a sequence of disjoint 
disks dj = O(xj ; rJ, j = 1, 2 ,..., such that, for each j, zI is a point 
of Lebesgue density 1 in E and x:=1 ri = CO. In each di fix a radial 
segment of length rj . For an arbitrary set X denote by Pj(X) the 
circular projection of X n dj about xj onto that radial segment. 
We claim that, for some j, there is a circle r with center zj which 
lies in dj \ E. For suppose not. Since rn(FBt) = 0 for every j, 
Z(P,(E\fl&)) = rj for every j, where E(P,(E \ 9$,)) now denotes 
the linear measure of P,(E \ 9$,). Also, since Qzl ri = co, given 
N > 0 we can choose k, large enough to make xi=“, ri > N. Then 
if j is fixed and {J&J is a sequence of regions satisfying the finite 
perimeter conditions (l)-(3) for E, the sets Pj(LX2,), n = 1, 2,..., 
form an increasing family whose union is P,(E \ flz,) and so 
/$iz Z(P@QJ) = Z(P,(E \ 2q = Yj . 
Thus, Z(Pj(aQ,)) > ri/2, j = 1, 2,..., k, , if n is sufficiently large. 
And since circular projection is a length decreasing map, it follows that 
for every such n. But this contradicts our assumption that 
limn+m Z(aQ,) < co, since N was arbitrary. Therefore, we can find I’ 
as asserted. 
Now, since every zi is a point of Lebesgue density 1 in E, r separates 
E into two compact sets E, , E, such that one lies outside r, the other 
inside, and both have positive measure. If we let u be the function 
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which is 1 on E1 and 0 on E2 it follows from a well-known theorem 
of Runge on uniform approximation that u E Rp(E). Therefore, Rp(E) 
has a z-invariant subspace and so by Theorem 3.1 W(E) also has a 
z-invariant subspace. Q.E.D. 
In [5] we showed that an arbitrary Swiss cheese E always has at 
least one bounded evaluation for P(E), 1 < p < co. The proof there 
appeals to a result of William Allard concerning the geometry of a 
Swiss cheese. However, an argument similar to the one above yields 
the stronger result: Almost every point of a connected set E of finite 
perimeter is a bounded evaluation for W(E). 
4. POINT EVALUATIONS AND ANALYTIC CAPACITY 
In Section 3 we show that, for E compact, Rp(E) = Lp(E), p # 2, 
provided Rp(E) has no bounded evaluations in E. In this section we 
obtain an additional result of this nature by giving a condition which 
is sufficient for a point 5 E E to be unbounded as an evaluation for 
Rp(E). This condition is in terms of the analytic p-capacity of 
Sinanjan [13]. 
DEFINITION. Let E be compact and denote by W(E), p > 1, the 
set of all functions f that are analytic outside E, vanish at infinity, and 
satisfy 
for every open disk A containing E. The number 
is called the analytic p-capacity of E. For an arbitrary set S we define 
y,(S) = sup,,, y,(E), the supremum being taken over all compact 
sets E C S. 
THEOREM 4.1. Fix p > 1. Let E be Q compact set with m(E) > 0. 
If 5 E E and 
lim sup YP(Lil(s; ‘) \ ‘) > 0 
7-O Y 
then 5 is not a bounded evaluation for R*(E). 
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Proof. We will assume for convenience that 5 = 0 and we shall 
use the notation d, = A(0; r). 
By hypothesis there exists a constant c > 0 and a sequence of real 
numbers r, ---t 0 such that 
r&c, \ El > 2c > o 
r ?I 
for every n. 
Thus, we can choose compact sets K, C 4,” \ E and functions 
fn E B*(K,) for which 1 fn’(m)/ > cr, , n = 1, 2,... . Following 
Curtis [6] we look at functions g,(a) = 1 - zfn(x)/fn’(oo). We will 
show that 
(a) g,(O) = 1 for every n; 
(b) &a (5 WE) ; 
(c) JJE Ig,(2)lpdxdy-+O as n+ co. 
Condition (a) is clearly satisfied and (b) follows from Runge’s 
theorem, since g, is holomorphic in a neighborhood of E. Thus, we 
need only prove (c). 
We begin by showing that, for each n, the function 1 g&)1 is 
bounded on the circle 1 a 1 = 2r, by a constant which is independent 
ofn.Sofixcwith151=2r,andputD={z]Iz-c]<r,J.Bythe 
area mean-value theorem, 
a&‘) =& /j-/n(4 dx 4, 2 = x + iy. 
Thus, 
since D C A,, \ K, and m(ds,, \ K,) < 9m(D). Since fn E B’(K,) 
and 1 fn’(oo)l > CT, , it follows that 
‘&m’ G l + T [ ?+l,,j K,) ff+, I fnW’ dx dy]“’ 
(1) 
<1+;, n = 1, 2,..., 
and so (1 + 27/c) is the desired constant. 
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Thus, by a normal families argument, we can assume that the 
sequence {g,};zl converges uniformly on compact subsets of E \ (0). 
Also, since g,(co) = 0 for each n, Liouville’s theorem implies that 
g,(z) + 0 as n + CO for each z E E \ (0). 
Now fix E > 0. Choose a disk A with center at the origin so that 
m(A) < E and fix Nlarge enough so that m(A,,J < E and ) g,(x)1 < E 
onE\Aifn > N.Since 
it follows from the hypothesis on A, the fact that ( g,(z)\ < (1 + 27/c) 
on A \ Asr, and the argument as in (1) that 
[ j+j-, I g&)1* dx d.] “’ < m(E)14 + (1 + y, G/p + (1 + 3) 3/p 
provided n > N. Thus, limn+a fJE 1 g,(z)P dx u’r = 0 and (c) is 
established. Q.E.D. 
The following is a purely measure theoretic consequence of 
Theorem 4.1. 
COROLLARY 4.2. Let E be a compact set with m(E) > 0. If 5 E E is 
a bounded evaluation for Rp(E), then 5 is a point of Lebesgue density 1 
for E. 
Proof. Suppose 5 is not a point of Lebesgue density 1 for E. Then 
there exists a-sequence Y, -+ 6 such that 
lim m(d(5’ ‘,> n ‘) 
n-xc 7rrna 
It follows that 
< 1. 
At this point we remark that if y denotes ordinary analytic capacity 
(2) yp(W; r) \ E) 2 y(A(5; y> \ E) B k dWV5; I)\ J-0 
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For a proof of (2) see [13, p. 1023 and [16, p. 171. We conclude from (1) 
and (2) that 
> 0. 
Thus, 5 is not a bounded evaluation for Rp(E). Therefore, the bounded 
evaluations for Rp(E) are points of Lebesgue density 1 for E. Q.E.D. 
We will now give a strengthening, for p # 2, of the following 
theorem of Sinanjan [13]: 
THEOREM (Sinanjan). If E is compact Rp(E) = L*(E), if and only if 
for every disk A, of radius r 
r,(A, \ E) >, 2-ll~r. 
Our result is 
THEOREM 4.3. Fix p # 2. If E is compact, the following are 
equivalent: 
(a) Rp(E) = Lp(E); 
(b) Almost every point of E fails to be a bounded evaluation for 
Rp(E) ; 
(c) lim SUP,,~ r,(A(c; r) \ E)/r > 0 for almost every 5 E E. 
Proof. Theorem 4.1 shows that (c) implies (b). We have seen 
(Lemma 3.5) that (b) implies (a). It follows from Sinanjan’s theorem 
above that (a) implies (c). Q.E.D. 
Theorems 4.3 and 3.8 should be contrasted with the following result 
of Sinanjan [13]: there exists a compact set E with no interior such that 
Rp(E) = Lp(E) for every p < co and R(E) # C(E). 
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Addendum 
Since this paper was submitted for publication we have been able 
to prove the following: 
If E is an arbitrary compact set in the plane H2(E, dx dy) possess a 
z-invariant subspace. 
The proof uses, in addition to the ideas of Section 3, some potential 
theoretic notions employed successfully by Havin in [l] to study 
approximation by rational functions in the L2(E, dx dy)-norm. In a 
recent paper [2], Hedberg has extended Havin’s results by using a 
notion of analytic p-capacity which is less restrictive than that 
originally introduced by Sinanjan and studied here in Section 4. 
